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G M 0 FOODS. Nightmare in the making. 	 15 AUG 2015 

G M 0 foods are crops that nature would not allow to happen without the help of science. We are 
putting foods into our bodies that our bodies have never seen before. Monsanto have stated these 
foods are natural but nature would not allow a gene from a bacteria to pass into a corn plant. 
These are not natural foods and there is mounting evidence that these products present a major 
risk to our health and to the environment. 

The British government arranged for a scientific study funded by the Blair government in the 90's to 
see just how safe G M 0 foods were. They put 3 million pounds into research carried out by Dr 
Arpad Pusztai Phd a top scientist in this field. The research was conducted using three sets of 
rats. The first set of rats were fed a normal diet plus G M 0 potatoes. The second set were fed the 
same plus organic potatoes. The third set was fed the same but with organic potatoes which had 
been sprayed with herbicides and pesticides.The outcome was dramatic and alarming. The rats 
that were fed G M 0 potatoes had 
SLOWER GROWTH 
DAMAGED ORGANS 
DISRUPTED INMUME SYSTEM 
PRE CANCEROUS CELL GROWTH 
SMALLER BRAINS LIVER AND TESTICLES 
PARTIAL ATROPHY OF LIVERS 
Dr Arpad Pusztai said he would not recommend the consumption of G M 0 foods. Two days later 
the superiors of Dr Arpad Pusztai received a phone call from the prime ministers office ordering 
them to sack Dr Pusztai and his entire team of fellow researchers were sacked as well. The British 
government didn't like the outcome of the research and did what it could to discredit Dr pusztai. 
When a scientist comes across such disturbing findings and then for no reason is sacked because 
his research uncovers things that Monsanto don't want the public to know, we know who's side the 
British government is on. This is negligence by our political system and is going on all around the 
world. 

Another worrying incident occurred in India.For many decades Indians have been growing cotton 
and after harvest have allowed their cattle to forage on the waste of this harvest without any 
problems. When they started growing G M cotton and allowed the cattle to forage on the G M 
waste large numbers of cattle started to die. Again this was hushed up. 

Monsanto who are behind G M 0 crops are also the company that told us P C B 's are safe. They 
told us AGENT ORANGE was safe. They said D D T was safe. There record for getting things 
wrong is alarming. Monsanto is the only company that do not want the public to know you are 
eating their product. Why has the U S government not made it mandatory that all food with G M 
products in them must be stated on the labels. Because since George Bush senior all 
administrations right up to Obama have had high ranking Monsanto people in there 
administrations. Monsanto have stated the safety of there product isn't there responsibility, it's up 
to the F D A. Guess what Monsanto's Michael Taylor was at one stage very high up in the F D A. It 
is on record that many F D A scientist are concerned about the lack of research into these crops 
and the future effect of these products on health and the environment. 

Years ago there was a Four Corners report about an English doctor that got a job as a G P in north 
east Tasmania. When she started her practice she would do outcalls and was surprised to find 
many of her patients had very unusual cancers. She started making enquiries and found the local 
oyster farmer were loosing a lot of their oysters after heavy rainfall. Another fact that came to light 
was scientists in Tasmania believe that the Tasmanian devils facial tutors was first noticed in north 
east Tasmania. After further investigation they found that north east Tasmania there had been a 
planting of GENETICALLY MODIFIED TREES. They went to these forests and noticed that when 
the leaves fell into water the water went sudsy. They found out who developed these trees and 
asked how they were genetically modified. This company refused fo give this information. When 



citizens health is concerned there should be no hiding of any information at all. After all we elect 
our officials to defend our wellbeing. Governments all around the world are putting big business 
before the people. This has to change. 

The G M 0 industry have genetically modified salmon. These G M 0 salmon grow three times 
faster and bigger than normal salmon.These fish seem fine when fed well but become very 
aggressive and start to eat each other when hungry. Scientists are worried that if these fish escape 
into the environment they will devastate other fish stocks. If this happened scientists say it could be 
environmentally devastating. 

Another major problem with G M O's is it is impossible to stop cross pollination. Monsanto say if 
your crop is cross pollinated with G M O's its your fault and you have to pay them for using their 
seeds. What sort of government allows a company like Monsanto to contaminate a farmers crop 
and then allows Monsanto to take these farmers to court and in many cases ruin these farmers 
financially. Again big business is allowed to run roughshod over ordinary people. Monsanto says it 
is up to ordinary farmers to put in buffer zones to make sure there normal crops are not 
contaminated by G M O's. When corn tassels and the wind is up the pollen can travel hundreds of 
miles. Even if this was a normal farmers responsibility which it is not it is impossible to do. We 
either have very silly people in government or these people just don't care if there fellow citizen are 
robbed and ruined.ABSOLUTELY OUTRAGEOUS. 

One more problem with G M O's is the new crops have micro R N A 's that our bodies have never 
seen before. These micro R N A's can effect how our bodies respond to these dramatically 
changed foods. They can change how our genes respond to these new micro R N A's. America is 
the most exposed people to these change crops. Science has started to notice more children are 
being born retarded, autism is much higher and the health of the general population is worst. We 
used to hear the old saying we are what we eat. G M 0 crops do not deliver higher yields, they are 
not tastier, they contain less nutrition. The only benefit is they can be sprayed with lots more 
poisons which is a worry by itself. Who wants to eat food that can survive lots of poisons. 

Lastly ALL PEOPLE MAKING THIS DECISION NEED TO WATCH SEEDS OF DEATH 
DOCUMENTARY. There are good people bringing to light many concerns they see in putting G M 
O's crops into our environment. Once released we will have great difficulty reversing the 
catastrophic effects on our health and the environment that some scientists believe will occur.At 
the very least the people must have the right to know if G M O's are in their food.IT IS OUR 
CHOICE TO EAT WHAT WE WANT TO EAT NOT YOURS OR MONSANTO'S. 

Yours sincerely 

MICHAEL BURNS PH 0417235815 
P 0 Box 249 
Bondi Road Post Office 
Bondi N S W 2026. 
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